MOVING TOWARDS
A SUSTAINABLE
TEXTILE AND
FASHION INDUSTRY

Zooming in on small to medium sized
fashion companies in Denmark
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In May 2019, the world’s leading business event on sustainability in
fashion, Copenhagen Fashion Summit, gathers prominent industry
leaders from the textile and fashion industry. For two days, they will
discuss how small and large fashion businesses can accelerate or
initiate their sustainability journey.
Leading up to the Fashion Summit, Ramboll has surveyed what
barriers Danish fashion and textile companies experience and what
is relevant for the industry when moving towards a more sustainable,
circular production, and which actions are needed to align with
these values. The study is based on conversations with a number of
experts from the Danish fashion industry with focus on small- and
medium-sized companies in the mid-price to high-end segments.
The purpose of this paper is to share insights into the state of
sustainable fashion production in Denmark right now. Ramboll is
an active participant at the Copenhagen Fashion Summit, and with
this paper, we hope to contribute to the dialogue and collaboration
towards a more sustainable fashion industry.
We would like to thank all of the companies and industry players
for their very valuable contribution to advancing towards a more
sustainable industry and hope that it can influence the pace the
industry is making towards this transition.
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KEY FINDINGS
THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS SHOWCASE KEY
CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTIONS
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#1 CHALLENGE:
MOVING TOWARDS
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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“We are not going to move in the right direction
if we do not change our consumption patterns and
the industry’s resource-intensive production models”
(CEO of small to mid-sized fashion company)

“Circular economy begins with a deep holistic
understanding of your value chain”
(Industry leader and previous CEO of large fashion company)

The shift from a linear economy, where
products, once used, are discarded, to
circular economy, where products and
materials continue in the system for as
long as possible, will result in a more
sustainable future.

The industry leaders encourage the
fashion businesses to create products
that are made for durability and recycling,
and to use more recycled fibers in their
clothes.

The industry is calling for a revolution
within production and consumption.

One industry expert highlights two
barriers to circular economy: technology
and economy.

This would entail a move away from
resource-intensive production and
consumption models, towards more
efficient processes that enable the reuse
and recycling of post-consumer textiles.

To overcome these barriers the
industry needs to move towards more
collaborative approaches and change the
overall mind-set of both the industry and
consumers.

Some of the industry experts
acknowledge that achieving the benefits
from a circular economy requires
engaging the value chain stakeholders in
behavioral, social system transformation,
designing industrial economic, and
production systems to support circularity.

“Economy and technology are barriers to circular
economy and are preventing companies from
taking a holistic approach towards their value chain”
(Industry expert and investor in several fashion companies)

“Moving towards a circular economy is challenging.
You cannot buy sustainability – you need to work
with it”
(Sustainability expert for a mid-sized fashion company)

“They need to invest in the development of
innovative technologies that can help with textile
waste”
(Industry leader and active investor)
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#2 CHALLENGE:
CROSS INDUSTRY
COLLABORATION
AND SUPPLY CHAIN
TRANSPARENCY
Most of the industry experts recognize an
essential need for collaborative initiatives
between industry decision makers, policy
makers to share information and identify
opportunities for improving circularity.
They also stress the need for increased
transparency at each stage of the supply
chain and collaboration between fashion
companies, industry associations and
standards organizations as a prerequisite
to advance the sustainability performance
of the industry.

Partnerships can create a platform
from which more progress toward
sustainability can emerge and prosper.
Some fashion businesses state that
creativity and fashion patents often
stand in the way of partnerships and
information sharing.
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“The fashion industry in its nature is not
collaborative”
(Industry expert and founder of a small to mid-sized fashion company)

“Fashion companies and industry decision makers
need to be working together and share best-practices
to be able to tackle the industry’s biggest
challenges”
(Industry expert and founder of a small to mid-sized fashion company)

“Transparency is key. Supply chain transparency
and collaboration between the businesses, industry
associations and organizations are so important to
become sustainable”
(Co-founder of a small fashion company)

“Creativity and protection of fashion patents tend
to stop collaborative initiatives in the industry”
(Industry expert and founder of a strategy platform)
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#3 CHALLENGE:
MISSING SDG ROADMAP
FOR THE TEXTILE AND
FASHION INDUSTRY
IN DENMARK
The industry is missing a step-by-step
roadmap for Danish textile and fashion
companies wanting to realize and interact
with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) through the value chain.
Most of the companies need direction
and information that will help prioritize
a SDG focus, identify where they can
generate the most impact, as well as how
they can integrate the SDGs into their
value chain, and their overall strategy.
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“Danish fashion companies do not talk a lot about
SDGs. The industry should provide direction,
identify two or three SDGs to focus on, and then
provide key actions”
(Founder of small to mid-sized fashion company)

“It is not possible for one company to realize
the SDGs, it requires collaboration across
the industry”
(Founder of small fashion company)

“We have identified 4 SDGs to focus on,
but we do not have an action plan”
(Founder of small to mid-sized fashion company)
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#4 CHALLENGE:
THE COMPLEXITY
OF CERTIFICATIONS
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“Many companies use certifications for marketing
purposes and may not be actively working
with them”
(Industry expert and active investor in several fashion companies)

“We work with certifications, but we know they are
not the only measure of our brand’s standards”
(Sustainability expert for mid-sized fashion company)

Most of the businesses have certifications.
However, it is unclear whether these
certifications are helping to reduce the
environmental footprint and if they assist
the companies in creating a socially
conscious supply chain.
Very few companies cover all aspects of
environmental or social impact from labor
rights, to worker safety, to environmental
sustainability.

The industry should focus more on
certifications by highlighting the most
impactful certifications, eliminate the
ones lacking in substance, and transform
the certifications that do not require recertification.
If not, the industry will risk losing
consumer trust.

“We need more rules and guidelines for certifications.
The consumers are confused and will lose trust”
(Co-founder of small to mid-sized fashion company)

“The industry needs new certifications with more
impact. There are too many static certifications”
(Industry expert)
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#5 CHALLENGE:
OVERCONSUMPTION
IS AT ODDS WITH
SUSTAINABILITY
The desire to obtain the latest fashion
clothes quicker and at a lower price is
not going away.
Fashion is an emotional decision, not a
rational one, and Danish consumers are
attracted to affordable clothing, and
most often price and styles weigh higher
than sustainability considerations.
But there are ethical implications with
affordability. The majority of the clothes
on the Danish market is produced in
places such as China and Bangladesh,
where there are poor work conditions,
and where the production is far from
being sustainable – using environmentally
damaging chemicals for example.
Some industry leaders agree that
the industry’s biggest challenge is
overproduction of textiles and the
negative environmental impact brought
on by the very nature of promoting
excessive overconsumption.

One industry expert also argues
that overconsumption behaviors are
strengthened by the social media
influencer culture in Denmark. Social
media personas work together with small
and large fashion businesses to show
of the newest fashion trends, thereby
contributing to the hype.
Overconsumption will not transition into
sustainable consumption before the
industry changes its production models
– in fact in some cases its business
models.
Several experts observe that the change
has to come from the industry itself, as it
is illusive to believe that the consumers
will readily change their consumption
patterns.
On the contrary, sustainability has to be
the default option for the consumer.
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“Overproduction of clothes are the biggest
challenge in the fashion industry”
(Industry leader and active investor in fashion companies)

“Social media influencers who work with fashion
businesses also contribute to this overproduction
that we are witnessing”
(Industry expert and previous CEO of large fashion company)

“Consumers should buy smart and use more
common sense with cheap clothes”
(Co-founder of a small fashion company)
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RAMBOLL
– A PARTNER IN
SUSTAINABLE CHANGE
Ramboll is dedicated to taking a leading role in sharing best
practices and creating value for clients by delivering solutions
that are environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable.
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REACH OUT TO ONE OF OUR SUSTAINABILITY EXPERTS:
Eva Himmelstrup Dahl
emd@ramboll.dk

Mette Søs Lassesen
msl@ramboll.com
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ABOUT US
Ramboll is a leading engineering, design and
consultancy company founded in Denmark in
1945. The company employs 15,000 globally
and has especially strong representation in the
Nordics, UK, North America, Continental Europe,
Middle East and Asia Pacific.
With more than 300 offices in 35 countries,
Ramboll combines local experience with a global
knowledgebase constantly striving to achieve
inspiring and exacting solutions that make a
genuine difference to our clients, the end-users,
and society at large. Ramboll works across the
markets: Buildings, Transport, Planning & Urban
Design, Water, Environment & Health, Energy and
Management Consulting. www.ramboll.com
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